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Deliverable 7.3 

Executive summary  

Deliverable 7.3, ‘Web-based GIS application for crowdsourcing powered data collection’, 

was built as part of the goal towards design and implementation of the Knowledge Hub for 

Good Landscape Practice. 

A multitude of approaches have already been developed to protect and develop heritage 

values in cultural landscapes. However, they are mostly localized to a particular region or 

concerned with a specific feature (type). The Knowledge Hub is meant to be completely open 

in this concern: it is not limited to region and scale, nor does it impose a constraint on feature 

or data types, as long as they do carry locational information. The Knowledge Hub provides 

the means for collecting feedback and input from general public, not only professionals 

(landscape practitioners, managers and policymakers) and will act as a toolkit for 

communication of (HERCULES) insights between various parties, as shown in Figure 1. It 

also shows the duality of the Knowledge Hub that allows both the contribution and use of 

experience-based local insights and scientific knowledge, illustrated by arrows leading to and 

from the Knowledge Hub. 

Within deliverable 7.1, ‘Repository of spatial and alphanumerical datasets’ (D7.1), we have 

also reported large part of the Web GIS application implementation details, since bare data 

repository (object of D7.1) would not allow any user-friendly data input/output and would 

hence be only available to technically proficient personnel. Therefore this document focuses 

on improvements and additional functionalities that were implemented since the D7.1 

deadline, while for the sake of completeness still providing documentation from D7.1 

pertaining to web GIS application. 

Being the basis of the dissemination and modelling platform, the platform is expected to 

develop further throughout the project, following specific requirements of the project partners 

and especially project use-cases.  

 

Figure 1: Illustration of what the Knowledge Hub is and how it can connect various target 

audiences. Web GIS application can be considered as the front-end to the Knowledge Hub. 
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Figure 1 shows how the Knowledge Hub will act as a toolkit for communication of 

(HERCULES) insights while at the same time provide the means for collecting feedback and 

input from general public, not only professionals (landscape practitioners, managers and 

policy-makers). The web GIS application can be considered the front door to the Knowledge 

Hub. 

The Knowledge Hub web GIS application has been made available to HERCULES partners 

and general public via  

http://kh.hercules-landscapes.eu/KnowledgeHub.html. 
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1 Introduction 

We have designed and implemented the Knowledge Hub for Good Landscape Practice, which 

will ensure efficient collecting, archiving, using, sharing, and distributing of data and project 

results amongst project partners, stakeholders, and the general public.  

We have requirements from other work packages, analysed user requirements and current 

state-of-the-art in GIS and cloud community and based on that knowledge we have built 

hardware and software specifications and implemented the Knowledge Hub upon them. It is 

not limited to region and scale, nor does it impose a constraint on feature or data types, as 

long as they do carry a locational information. It provides the means for collecting feedback 

and input from the general public, not only professionals (landscape practitioners, managers, 

and policy-makers) and will act as a tool-kit for communication of (HERCULES) insights 

between various parties, as shown in Figure 1. The figure also shows the duality of 

Knowledge Hub that allows both the contribution and use of experience-based local insights 

and scientific knowledge, illustrated by arrows leading to and from the Knowledge Hub. In 

itself, the figure also explains Knowledge Hub as a crowdsourcing tool. 

Large part of the web GIS platform has been implemented already as a part of deliverable 7.1, 

‘Repository of spatial and alphanumerical datasets’ (D7.1), where we presented a two-

component system: both data repository and web GIS application, the former being the back-

bone of the system and the latter being the main access point to the data itself. At that time we 

felt that bare repository would hinder the development of the project and hence we 

concurrently implemented both the repository and web GIS application, although latter only 

with limited capabilities. 

The resulting web GIS application has been made available to HERCULES partners the and 

general public and is accessible via 

http://kh.hercules-landscapes.eu/KnowledgeHub.html. 

The deliverable has been in part described already in D7.1, specifically sections on technical 

specifications (3.1.4-8), implementation (4.4 and 4.5) and Knowledge Hub’s connection to 

HERCULES (5). Nevertheless, the relevant parts of D7.1 are available as appendices here in 

order for the report to be concise, while the changes, improvements and additional 

functionalities that were implemented from the D7.1 deadline onwards are presented in 

chapter 0. In addition, some data that has been already input by HERCULES is listed here, 

together with a roadmap of what additional data would be beneficial or needed for the project 

itself. 

The web GIS application has been online for some time now. In order for Knowledge Hub as 

a tool for Good Landscape Practice to become operational it is expected first and foremost 

from HERCULES partners and selected stakeholders from other work packages to fill the 

Knowledge Hub with data, while later on the data would come also from the general public 

and even other research groups and projects, fulfilling the crowdsourcing aspect of the toolkit. 

The following report documents the implementation details of the Knowledge Hub web GIS 

application, hoping to sparkle ideas on how it could best be used and developed further. 
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2 What can the Knowledge Hub do for you? 

Author: Pip Howard 

 

The Knowledge Hub is an interactive online mapping tool, which enables any and all to 

record information, audio, text, photographs, film etc., and fix it to a specific location or area. 

This creation of multiple layers of information has the potential to provide nothing less than 

an evolving ‘Atlas of Landscapes’ for Europe.  

Since the first introductions on HERCULES were laid out to stakeholders and indeed family, 

friends and colleagues, there was always in evidence an ‘eye widening’ moment when the 

Knowledge Hub was mentioned. 

The huge potential of this tool is quickly realised. But importantly the potential seen is very 

different to each individual. For myself and many other land management practitioners the 

lure of a ‘one stop shop’ to gather all the layers needed towards an as comprehensive as 

possible set of map layers before moving ‘on site’ is a huge time saver. To have relevant 

academic study linked in was a huge bonus. 

To also be able to record the work done by yourself is advantageous, particularly in these 

times of social media. 

But it also became apparent that many others were thinking differently, matching their 

interests with a map based site that sits so comfortably between all inclusive international 

sites and very specialised single profession or interest sites. 

Effectively all of us with landscape interests can both plan our work and leisure pursuits 

increasingly more easily using the Knowledge Hub as it expands and evolves. 

But one issue, so important, yet considered by many as almost impossible to define in text and 

therefore policy making, is how to record meanings associated with a particular place or 

feature in our landscapes held by one particular person, family or community. These 

meanings and values are vital to land managers but so difficult to measure in at the planning 

stage. This can lead to and has led to costly conflict. 

So to simply hone into a particular location and be able to read what that place or something 

therein means to somebody, anybody, has the potential to not just save someone’s landscape 

but save money! 

To pinpoint a specific location in a landscape with a link to a photo or just a simple message 

such as ‘My father's ashes were spread here’ is something no one can ignore. 

It is easy to be cynical about this, to believe that a special, often personal, attachment to a tree, 

hedgerow, viewpoint etc., is never taken on board by any land practitioner or land owner - but 

this really isn’t true in the main. We practitioners and others are really not that callous - we 

simply lack the information required - the ‘Knowledge’. Of course there will always be 

‘weighing up’ of arguments as there should be with good planning - but the Knowledge Hub 

data can help in quickly providing all the necessary base information for effective local 

debate, preventing things from being bundled into the ever churning washing machine of a 

media controlled fight with taxpayers money being fed endlessly into the cash slot. 

Many landscape features of rich cultural heritage are damaged by a simple lack of not 

knowing their existence. Near my home in the Vienne in France, there is woodland where the 
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local Maquis camped during World War II, close to the line of demarcation. The camp is still 

there; the bed frames and Canadian tinned beef tins are covered in Ivy and difficult to spot 

unless you stumble directly upon it. From the cab of a timber harvesting machine it would be 

impossible to see. This is what the Knowledge Hub can highlight and prevent we practitioners 

and others from damaging sites and features of high but intangible value. 
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3 Knowledge Hub web GIS application  

The Knowledge Hub as the general go-to solution for Good Landscape Practices has been so 

far developed and implemented within three deliverables:  

− D7.1: ‘Repository of spatial and alphanumerical datasets’ 

− D7.2: ‘Smartphone based application for crowdsourcing powered data collection’ 

− D7.3: ‘Web-based GIS application for crowdsourcing powered data collection’ (this 

report) 

The three deliverables together construct the working solution, providing state-of the art cloud 

data repository and two ‘viewports’ to the repository: smartphone-based and web-based 

application.  

The smartphone-based application is not meant as full mobile GIS application, but as an easy-

to-use crowdsourcing (GIS) data collection tool. Nevertheless, the smartphone application(s) 

are inter-connected with the Knowledge Hub, since the collected data can be synchronised to 

the Knowledge Hub repository and immediately upon successful upload, the data can be 

accessed through web application, where it can be viewed, managed, assessed, etc., either by 

everybody or just the ‘manager’, depending how the permissions have been set-up. 

But the Knowledge Hub web GIS application is not in any way limited only to managing data 

collected through smartphone application. It is neither oriented towards particular data nor 

towards particular group of people (e.g. GIS specialists). It has been developed with the goal 

that everybody can contribute and thus really build a hub of Knowledge. 

Deliverable D7.1 was meant to be focused to core data storage. However, in order to 

appreciate the stored data, we managed to implement relevant parts of the Web-based GIS 

application within timeframe of first the deliverable. Therefore parts of the D7.3 deliverable 

were included in D7.1 already.  

In general. deliverable D7.1 was focused to viewing and editing the data. Within deliverable 

D7.3 we were focusing on scalability, extensibility, configurability, and integration of the 

system. The major parts of the effort were put into the following: 

− Possibility for the user, even a non-IT person, to create a new dataset (layer) and 

configure its properties - this will allow the Knowledge Hub to grow in content as there 

will be no bottleneck, requiring programmers to configure the system 

− Meta-data of the layers, which are important to assess the source, quality, availability, 

and restrictions of specific data set 

− Support for time analysis of the data to support comparison of the landscape through time 

− Implementation of the Application Programming Interface (API), which supports 

integration of the Knowledge Hub with other systems - both within the HERCULES 

project and outside 

Additional to the above there were several improvements of the Knowledge Hub based on the 

feedback we have gathered through time. These are described below. 
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3.1 Changes, improvements, and new functionalities 

As stated, this report describes a new version cycle of web GIS application, first version being 

described within deliverable D7.1 report. At that time, all the basic specifications and requests 

were implemented, some to larger extend than others. Since then, some aspects of the 

application were found faulty, not user-friendly, (very) slow or otherwise not optimal. Also, 

additional requests were made by HERCULES partners, both for improvements of user 

experience and requests for new functionalities.  

The specifications for the Knowledge Hub as well as a description of the first development 

cycle are given in appendices A1 an A2, while the following subchapters catalogue additional 

contributions to the first version. 

 

3.1.1 Additional coordinate reference systems 

In addition to ETRS89 coordinate reference system (CRS), specified as the default CRS, we 

have implemented the repository to allow data in other CRS systems as well. Due to requests 

from HERCULES partners, a table of originally available CRS systems (A2: Table 3) has 

been extended to include the following systems: 

Table 1: Additional CRS systems 

CRS name EPSG code 

Slovenia 1996 / Slovene National Grid  3794 

S-JTSK / Krovak East North  5514 

Estonian Coordinate System of 1997  3301 

 

3.1.2 Login procedure 

In order to make the Knowledge Hub more accessible to stakeholders, only one login is 

necessary for both the Hub and smartphone applications resulting from the Hub. 

Additionally, in order to make the process of registration streamlined, in addition to 

registering by creating a Knowledge Hub account, we have added the option to register with 

existing Google and Facebook accounts. Both possibilities can be seen in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Login window with various login possibilities (Knowledge Hub, Google, or 

Facebook account). 
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3.1.3 Access privileges  

Access to data on the Knowledge Hub is managed, and user who created (imported …) data 

can specify what is allowed: 

− Only herself/himself can view (and edit) data 

− Everybody can view data but the owner has to give them the link to the data 

− Everybody can view data and also find it by themselves 

− Everybody can edit the data 

Users of the Knowledge Hub can also be managed into groups, and permissions can be set to 

whole groups. This user management cannot be accessed via web GIS application and will be 

done by Sinergise upon request from HERCULES partners.  

 

3.1.4 Vector layers 

It has been identified that the descriptive data might be sometimes difficult to read (e.g. a very 

large number). To give users the ability to define how the data should be presented, we have 

added the possibility to apply formatting. Thus the data can be stored in different format than 

it is shown, e.g. the data in base could be 1234567.89 (keeping accuracy intact) while 

formatted it could read 1.2e6.   

Additionally to data types defined in 0, a ‘codelist’ layer type is available. It is typically used 

as a classification of sorts and its features are without geometries. The codelist layer type is 

useful to create a set of codes that can be referenced from another layer, as for instance in 

Natura 2000 dataset, where classification of each Natura 2000 area falls in few 

distinguishable types. 

 

3.1.5 Additional raster layers 

Since D7.1, a high resolution orthophoto raster of whole Slovenia has been added to the 

Knowledge Hub. The new raster layer has 1 m resolution and has latest available (2014) data 

for Slovenia.  

As an example, the Grand Parc Miribel Jonage (HERCULES case study landscape) 

management together with CIME has provided high resolution orthographic imagery of the 

Parc’s area, as can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Grand Parc Miribel Jonage case study theme with height resolution orthophoto 

imagery shaped to the case study area.  

 

3.1.6 Adding new vector layer 

Adding a new vector layer can be done in two ways:  

− Importing the data with the ‘import tool’ (described in section 0) 

− By manually defining a data model of a new layer 

For later case an updated wizard-style dialog walks the user through all the necessary steps, as 

can be seen in Figure 4. The wizard main steps are: 

− General: General information about the layer, its data type, data projection (data will be 

stored in this projection on database), permissions, and description 

− Fields: The data model - descriptive data pertaining to this layer 

− Style: How the data will be visualized 

− Copyrights 

The steps can also change in some cases; in case of codelist data type a style step is excluded. 

Upon creation of the data model, almost anything can be changed, apart from the layer data 

type. 
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Figure 4: Wizard dialog window for creating a new vector layer.  

 

3.1.7 Exporting data 

The data from the Knowledge Hub can be exported according to permissions. Vector data can 

be exported to various formats (in the first development cycle limited to Esri shapefile, 

comma separated values - CSV, Excel spreadsheet), although among those only the Esri 

shapefile allows for geometry export. When exporting layer, the user can select which fields 

will be exported, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Table export dialog allows the user to manipulate what will be exported. 
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To fulfil the request from HERCULES partners, the possibility to export to Geography Mark-

up Language (GML), Keyhole Mark-up Language (KML), MapInfo TAB and MapInfo 

MIF/MID file types has been added since the D7.1. 

Exporting raster data as GeoTiff is currently not supported, but will be implemented as a tool 

in the Knowledge Hub in the following months. In the meantime, raster data will be provided 

directly by Sinergise upon request. 

 

3.1.8 3D capabilities 

For a better user 3D experience, we have switched from planar (only useful for very small 

areas) to spherical mode for default digital elevation model datasets. Since D7.1, we also 

processed Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) 

Global Digital Elevation Model Version 2 (GDEM V2) dataset 

(http://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/gdem.asp) for our 3D viewer. This means that the Knowledge 

Hub has elevation model in 30 m resolution almost throughout whole world.  

This digital elevation model (DEM) dataset is default, but it can be changed (per theme basis) 

with another dataset. When the photo, imported to Knowledge Hub, has GPS location and 

bearing, the user is given the possibility to open 3D viewer from that position, looking in the 

direction of bearing, as shown in Figure 6.  

Figure 6: ‘Show 3D’ button is automatically displayed next to the photo with embedded GPS 

location and bearing. 

 

3.1.9 Height profile and height contour builder  

Due to ASTER GDEM V2 world covering dataset, geometrical features of type line have an 

additional button to calculate height profile along the line. The button is visible in the 

‘Results’ tab and results open in a separate panel, shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Height profile for line geometry type is available.  

 

A contour builder tool has been added that calculates contour from the DEM dataset, but 

because of heavy calculations involved the tool only works on limited area and might fail due 

to possible artefacts in ASTER GDEM V2 dataset. An example can be seen in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8: Height contour is calculated at picked position from the DEM dataset. The contour 

calculation is limited to a bounding box of 7.5 km x 7.5 km around picked point due to slow 

algorithm. 
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3.1.10 Logo  

Since we are dealing with stakeholders, sometimes it would be preferable that the theme has a 

different logo instead of the logo for the Knowledge Hub, which is the default setting. This is 

now possible to set in the edit theme dialog. An example can be seen in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Non-default logo might be useful to distinguish specific themes within the 

Knowledge Hub. 
 

3.1.11 Multiple copyrights  

The data in the Knowledge Hub will presumably be either copyrighted or at least should be 

properly attributed, hence the user can specify copyright information to both the theme and 

the specific layer. The copyrights might also be linked to specific zoom level(s) (e.g. one 

copyright for large scales, one for middle, and one for very small scales). The editor dialog 

can be seen in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10: Copyrights dialog. 
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3.1.12 Limiting layer validity/visibility  

The user can now limit the validity scale of a specific layer, thus defining on which zoom 

levels the data in the layer is visible. This feature can be useful to limit coarse data visibility 

to large scales only, shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Limiting layer validity/visibility. 

 

3.1.13 Time-frame editor  

When dealing with data that has temporal aspects to it, the user can specify a time interval for 

which the data is displayed with time-frame editor, as seen in Figure 12. 

Figure 12: Time selection dialog is only available in layers that have defined temporal fields 

(start date/time, end date/time, or both).  

 

3.1.14 Printing 

A crude printing tool has been implemented for the first development cycle. Printing is now 

available through the button above the map. Both printing to pdf and simple printing to 
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jpg/png are supported. Additional templates for pdf printing can be added upon request. The 

Printing pop-up panel is shown in Figure 13. When printing to pdf, user can additionally print 

theme / layer / feature information and legend, resulting in a nicely formatted report based on 

the currently viewed map. A printed example is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13: Print dialog box. 

 

Figure 14: Two page pdf document created using the dialog tool seen in Figure 13. 
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3.1.15 Sharing 

It has been identified that in order to motivate the general public sharing through social 

networks should be added. Now one can share web links through social networks such as 

Facebook and Twitter, as can be seen in Figure 15. 

    

Figure 15: Pop-up panel to share a web link via Facebook or Twitter. 

 

3.1.16 Language support 

Additional translations of the Knowledge Hub web application have been provided by 

HERCULES partners. Currently, the Knowledge Hub web GIS application is thus available in 

the following languages: 

− English (Sinergise) 

− Slovenian (Sinergise) 

− Czech (Sinergise) 

− French (courtesy of Genevieve Girod, CIME)   

− Spanish (courtesy of María García Martín, ALU-FR)  

− German (courtesy of Kathrin Trommler and Isabel Knabe, UBER)  

Additional languages will be added upon request. Due to latest additions and changes, some 

of the translations will have to be updated. The Language selector is shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16: Language selector. 

 

3.1.17 Help functionality  

Help (in English language only) is now an integral part of the Knowledge Hub and is 

available by clicking on a link from the main window.  It will be expanded as the Knowledge 
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Hub grows, topics prioritized to cover most problematic or unintuitive tools. When 

functionality from other WPs will be added, also help will have to be updated.  

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) are also included in the help pages and will be updated 

regularly. Video tutorials are in preparation and will be made available through help pages. 

 

3.1.18 Application Programming Interface  

In order to provide programmable connectivity to the Knowledge Hub to third parties, we are 

working on an Application Programming Interface (API) to the Knowledge Hub data 

repository. API methods will provide means to  

− Logging in 

− Retrieving layer information 

− Get feature(s) 

− Insert feature(s) 

− Edit feature(s) 

To be as widely accessible as possible, currently popular geojson input/output format will be 

used for data exchange. Proper documentation will be made available on the Knowledge Hub 

help pages upon finalization. 

 

3.2 User privacy 

The Knowledge Hub was implemented to be used by project partners, stakeholders, and the 

general public, so privacy is one of main concerns.  

In order to be able to add data to the system, the user has to register. We believe that total 

anonymity would result in data degradation and system abuse. Nevertheless, Sinergise does 

not collect any data about users: By creating an account on the Knowledge Hub only their 

chosen username will be at any point revealed to other users within the system. 

Registering with existing (Google and Facebook) accounts the user allows the Knowledge 

Hub system to authenticate him or her via the via OAuth 2.0 protocol 

(http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749) with said providers. Service providers (Google and 

Facebook) might monitor who authenticates on Knowledge Hub, but have no way of 

monitoring their activity on the Knowledge Hub, since they are only responsible for 

validating the authenticity of the user credentials. 

  

3.3 Data control and management 

The Knowledge Hub was implemented without constraints to a particular feature type, 

particular region, or even particular data, but rather as an ’opem’ platform where everybody is 

invited to contribute. Thus it is vital to address the issues of data: 

− Data structure - providing clearly structured data that is easy to view/re-use etc. 

− Data quality control - how to either enforce or provide information on data quality 

To provide data structure, we have started implementing layer-wise additional metadata 

qualificators. This qualificators will provide hierarchical categories, allowing users to easily 
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focus on interested type/region/..., an example is shown in Table 2. In order to achieve such 

high level of consistency and order through all data, the categories will be managed by 

Sinergise and other HERCULES partners.  

Table 2: An example how categories could be ordered. 

+ Region 

+ By country 

+ Slovenia 

(+ Administrative unit) 

+ By continent  

+ … 

+ HERCULES project results 

+ Good practices 

+ Heritage  

+ Environment 

+ Historical data 

+ Open data 

 

When dealing with somewhat loosely defined data, spanning multiple categories, input by 

both non-specialists and (GIS) professionals, data control is both very difficult and yet very 

important. We think that a similar approach as with data structure should be taken with data 

quality.  

Each layer has a defined owner (or a set of owners), be it the user who created the layer, or on 

some special cases (e.g. official datasets, HERCULES project’s results, etc.) dedicated 

professional, who act as editor(s). According to access rights of that particular layer data 

might be added to it by everybody, but only the editor should be the one providing 

information on quality. The data quality and error resolutions is their responsibility. 

The two functionalities together then become a powerful tool to address issues like 

− Irrelevant data 

− Wrongly geolocated data 

− Plainly wrong data 

− Offensive data 

Both this additional information (category and data quality) will be added as layer metadata in 

the near future and communicated with HERCULES partners upon implementation. 

 

3.4 The Knowledge Hub in the near future 

The Knowledge Hub will only become a proper Hub when used by other HERCULES work 

packages to support their use-cases and stories. The technology, which we perceive as fluid in 

a sense that we will continue improving it based on the actual needs, is in place and ready. 
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Envisioning next steps in the Knowledge Hub development, we have already started on 

adding new functionalities, namely 

− Data quality metadata 

− Data structure categories 

Both will be made available on the Knowledge Hub shortly, although the categories have to 

be discussed and agreed upon by all HERCULES partners. Additionally, we are implementing 

a widget that can be used to embed controllable Knowledge Hub map viewer without editing 

capabilities to external web-sites. 

Help on usage of the Knowledge Hub is growing and extending according to the development 

of new functionalities, as well as by identifying where users experience difficulties when 

using the web application. 

In the next phase of the Knowledge Hub (development) we will be focused towards 

HERCULES partners in terms of providing support with data import, discussing possible new 

uses of both web and smartphone applications, and implementing additional functionality in 

collaboration with other work packages.   
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4 Typical Use Case – An Introductory Example  

Authors: Matej Batič and Grega Milčinski 

 

The following chapter will try to bring the Knowledge Hub web GIS application closer to a 

non-specialist by walking the reader through the process of  

− Creating necessary layer and its data model on the Knowledge Hub  

− Adding the data through web application 

− Editing it 

− Sharing it with others and giving permissions to general public to input data 

This example is meant as a simple tutorial on data creation and management and will be 

added to the Help on the Knowledge Hub.  

 

4.1 A typical use case 

Let us imagine that John, who is an enthusiasts in pharology
1
, would like to share his 

knowledge of lighthouses in Cork County area in Ireland. He has heard about the Knowledge 

Hub and decided to try it out. 

He has successfully logged in with his Google account and is now ready to input the data. 

Unfortunately, before he can start adding information on all the lighthouses (data), he has to 

create a proper placeholder for it and decide what kind of geometric and descriptive data it 

will hold. In the nomenclature of the Knowledge Hub, he has to set up a data model for his 

new vector layer. 

In fact, John has a vision of a map with small lighthouse symbols on it showing the positions 

of the lighthouses, where the symbol colour changes depending on the lighthouse being 

operational or not. Each lighthouse should hold additional information: 

− The name of the lighthouse 

− Its description (could be a longer text, preferably ‘rich’ - having links to other web pages, 

etc.) 

− Date when the lighthouse started operating 

− Date when the lighthouse stopped operating (if it is not operational anymore) 

− Few photos, since he has quite an archive of them 

With this, John is ready to click on the ‘Personal”’ tab in the left sidebar, and then on ‘+ New 

Layer’. The popup panel gives him two choices: ‘Vector layer’ or ‘WMS layer’. Since he will 

be building the data himself and will not be using Web Map Services, he chooses ‘Vector 

layer’. A new popup panel is displayed, shown in Figure 17. 

                                                      

1
 Disclaimer: an imaginary person, made up for this example. 
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Figure 17: New layer wizard. 

 

John inputs the name of the layer, decides to make a layer of points (corresponding to each 

lighthouse’s location), and decides that it will be queryable and that he will have a legend. At 

the moment he does not want to share his data, so he leaves the permissions in default settings 

(not allowed), but adds some description, just to get the hang of it. 

Upon clicking ‘Next’, he is moved from ‘General’ to ‘Fields’ tab, where he has to specify 

what kind of additional information his layer will hold. Since he decided beforehand, adding 

fields is quite straightforward, as shown in figures from Figure 18 to Figure 22. 

 

Figure 18: Lighthouse field for name (which he thinks should be mandatory), is just (long) 

text. 
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Figure 19: For description field he chose rich text (text that can be marked up). 

 

  

Figure 20: Both starting and ending date of operating should be of type date, but while 

starting date should be mandatory, John does not make end date mandatory, since the 

lighthouse can still be operational. 

 

 

Figure 21: He decides that five photos should be enough to convey a sense of place and show 

the lighthouse in its landscape. 
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Figure 22: On a whim John decides to make another field for additional pdf documents, 

perhaps he finally has a reason to put together the navigational aids he has thought of 

compiling. 

 

Satisfied, he picks ‘Lighthouse’ field as field for showing and moves on to ‘Style’ by clicking 

on ‘Next’ button. The style tab is shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Style tab in new layer wizard. 
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He is thrilled that there is an actual lighthouse symbol already available and picks a colour. 

He notices the ‘Advanced editor’ and ‘Edit legend’ buttons, but itchy to start adding 

information, he decides he will check them out later and moves on to copyrights, where he 

chooses an existing copyright (Sinergise, d.o.o.) to see what will that do. At the end, he clicks 

the ‘Save’ button. 

Now he has an additional layer in the list of layers (‘Content’ tab) in left side-bar, as shown in 

Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Newly created layer is added to the content tab. 

 

By clicking on “i” symbol, he gets the information about the layer, but it is the symbol just 

left to it that he is itching to try: it says “Add point” when he moves the mouse over it. A click 

on a map (on the approximate position of the lighthouse on a map), some typing, and John is 

almost finished. Screenshot of adding feature is shown in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25: Adding a new point on map and additional data in left sidebar of the application. 

 

He has the photos on another computer, but he is sure that he will be able to add the photos at 

a later time. Saving the data, changing the underlying map and zooming out, he is happy with 

his first input to the Knowledge Hub - Sheeps Head lighthouse marking the southern tip of 

Bantry Bay, shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Upon clicking on the lighthouse icon, John can view how others will see his entry. 

 

Later next day, John decides to add a legend. He opens ‘Content’ tab, and clicks on the ‘i’ 

(info) button next to ‘Lighthouses’ and then in the ‘Layer’ tab sees his layer information, 

shown in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: The ‘Layer’ tab shows the information about the layer and the ‘Pencil’ button to 

start editing. 

 

He clicks on the ‘Pencil’ button to edit his layer and in the ‘General’ tab finds the ‘Edit 

legend’ button and adds two entries to his legend: a coloured lighthouse symbol for 

operational lighthouse and a black one for non-operational lighthouses.  

Now the layer information also has a nice legend, shown in Figure 28, making the map a bit 

nicer to read.  
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Figure 28: ‘Layer’ tab shows with the new legend. 

  

In the evening he meets his lighthouses-enthusiastic friends and, quite happy with his work on 

the Knowledge Hub, tells them about it. He is not surprised that they wanted to contribute 

themselves. So upon arriving home, he logs in to the Knowledge Hub and edits the layer 

again. He sets the permissions to “Edit data” and then shares the link via e-mail, as shown in 

Figure 29. His friends can now, upon registering and logging in to the Knowledge Hub, help 

build him a proper map of lighthouses. Hurrah! 

 

Figure 29: Share link panel. Reader can try to add an example himself here.  

   

Let’s now imagine John and his friends vigorously adding content. After few months, almost 

all the Ireland's lighthouses have been added. The word about the project has spread and even 

resulted in a few local newspaper articles around the country. It seems that his layer is 

becoming quite popular. John is happy to find out that what he started has now been added to 

other thematic maps on Knowledge Hub: It is part of the content on points of interest in Cork 

County, it is part of the EU wide initiative to catalogue lighthouses, and some of the 

lighthouses are linked in the Ireland Heritage places.  

 

4.2 Additional tutorials and other help material 

Aside from (written) help, we have also prepared a few video tutorials. They are available 

through Help on Knowledge Hub and currently consist of: 

− https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gOwdoTQp_g - a quick overview of the Knowledge 

Hub and walk through its basic features 

−  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ETVIjeqb5g - a short tutorial on how to create a 

new layer within the Knowledge Hub 

− http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baZrMQs-erQ - a short tutorial on how to create a 

new theme within the Knowledge Hub 
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In order to make the Knowledge Hub as user friendly and easy to use as possible, we 

welcome every suggestion, both from HERCULES partners and the general public. 

Additional tutorial videos and other material will be also created and added to the Knowledge 

Hub based on suggestions and requests of Knowledge Hub’s users. 
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5 Conclusion 

We have presented main specifications and implementation details of the Knowledge Hub.  

Since the nature of the software is somewhat fluid in sense that it tries to conform to users’ 

expectations, we believe the Knowledge Hub will grow and expand within the time-frame of 

the HERCULES project as well as afterwards. 

Now, as the data repository is available and the web client connected to it is online, it is of 

utmost importance for the Knowledge Hub to be used by partners - they should fill it with 

data and present their ‘stories’ through the platform. Only then will the repository become 

truly useful and only then thegeneral public will be able to appreciate it and contribute, finally 

adding  ‘crowdsourcing’ to the application for data collection. 
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Annexes 

Both A1 and A2 annexes have been included in the deliverable report for the sake of 

consistency and completeness. Alongside each specification the information whether 

implementation of the Knowledge Hub satisfies the item, or a short explanation why not is 

given. 

List of annexes: 

A1. Knowledge Hub Technical Specifications 

This appendix is copy from deliverable 7.1 (section 3 in D7.1 report). Only the parts 

pertaining to web GIS application are shown here. Please note that information in this 

appendix was valid at the time of deliverable 7.1 (end of August, 2014) and that it 

might have changed since. 

A2. Knowledge Hub implementation 

This appendix is copy from deliverable 7.1 (sections 4.1 and 4.3-4.4 respectively). 

Only the parts pertaining to the web GIS part of the Knowledge Hub are presented 

here. Please note that information in this appendix was valid at the time of deliverable 

7.1 (end of August, 2014). 
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A1 Knowledge Hub Technical Specifications 

Authors: Matej Batič and Grega Milčinski 

 

The following appendix has been copied from deliverable 7.1 in order to make this report 

concise. Only the parts pertaining to the web GIS application are shown here. Please note 

that information in this chapter was valid at the time of deliverable 7.1 (end of August, 2014) 

and that it might have changed since. 

 

General software requirements 

− System has to support large number of end users (min 200 concurrent users) 

− System has to provide satisfactory response time for all the users no matter of type of 

user or amount of content used in every day work  

− System has to provide access to the content, regardless of their location, according to the 

specifications of HERCULES project about data dissemination 

− System architecture must optimize maintenance costs and upgrades of the system with 

new versions and minimize time to remove any faults in the system 

− System must enable integration of software modules with existing modules in system 

with consistent view and control for end-users 

− System must use multilayer architecture that enables scalability and expandability and 

integration to other components of System 

Knowledge Hub implementation fulfils these requirements. 

 

General Requirements 

− Application should run within a web-browser without any additional installation or plug-

ins required. 

− Application should support at least last two versions of all common web browsers 

(Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome) 

 

General Scalability Requirements 

− Architecture shall provide provisions for scaling up (vertical scaling) and/or scaling out 

(horizontal scaling) 

− Provide inherent load balancing between servers if clustering is employed 

The Knowledge Hub implementation fulfils these requirements.  

 

General GIS functionality 

Coordinate reference system [CRS] 

• Spatial data 
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− Spatial data in the Knowledge Hub spatial repository should be in European Terrestrial 

Reference System 89 (ETRS89) 

− The Knowledge Hub spatial repository should allow stored data to have specific CRS, 

providing that necessary transformations are in place 

− Support for specific CRS on request 

• Data projection on GIS viewer 

− Spatial data is projected to EPSG:3857 -- WGS84 Web Mercator, which is used in many 

popular web mapping applications (Google, Bing, OpenStreetMap, etc.). 

The Knowledge Hub implementation fulfils these requirements. We removed the constraint 

that the data should be in ETRS89, and may now be in any supported CRS. For full list of 

currently supported additional CRS, please refer to Table 3. 

 

View and analysis 

• Raster layers 

− Raster images in GeoTiff can be pre-processed to be used within the system 

− Open GIS tiled WMS is supported (just missing tiles of raster images are downloaded 

during the movement in the map window) 

• Vector layers 

− Switching on/off individual vector layers 

− Setting of parameters for displaying the vector layers (manually set or default view) 

− Lines: colour, type, thickness 

− Polygon:  colour and/or pattern, level of transparency (1-100 %) 

− Dot/symbol: type, colour, size (fixed/changing with the scale) 

− Text: value, font, size (fixed/changing with the scale), colour, position, text rendering on 

path 

− Display of descriptive data of a selected vector layer object (selection by clicking or 

entering coordinates) 

− Searching by descriptive (attribute) data 

− Zoom to selected 

• Coordinate conversion 

• Measuring of distances and areas should be supported on the screen 

• Selection of objects 

− User should be able to create a selection set, combining layer features  

− Based on query attributes  

− Manual selection with the mouse clicking 

− Selection of features which are within the drawn area  
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• Creation of filter layers 

− Create layer based on query parameters 

− Create automatically a list of filter layers based on a field with limited amount of values  

− Export data in MS Excel and/or SHP file 

• Querying objects 

− User should be able to set parameters for querying the data within the user interface  

− Free-text search conditions for expert users 

− User should be able to export the results of the querying  

• Display of current status in the status line: 

− Position of mouse 

− Scale 

− Progress bar or activity status 

− Quick help 

The Knowledge Hub implementation fulfils these requirements.  

 

Editing of vector layers 

− Vector editing should support polygon, line and point geometries 

− Geometry editing should allow to add, edit and delete geometry 

− Polygon geometry editing should be optimized for large polygons (composed of hundreds 

of points).  

− Point editing should allow entering the coordinates in the respective coordinate system, 

− Entering the coordinates using mouse 

− Additional descriptive data the users enter manually or selects from a set of values  

− Additional user-defined updating criteria should be possible to support necessary 

adaptations according to findings of the pilot projects 

− Control of geometrical adequacy of changes must be available when performing standard 

geometrical data editing. The user must be notified (or not be allowed to make changes) 

if individual operations (adding points, shifting points, etc.) are incorrect 

− Control of the adequacy of entered/corrected graphics must be carried out before data is 

committed to the central database 

The Knowledge Hub implementation fulfils these requirements.  

 

3D capabilities 

− Web client should be able to present 3D objects using standard HTML5/WebGL 

technology without any additional browser add-ons or installations 
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− 3D browsing should facilitate digital elevation model (DEM) and available raster and 

vector data to depict the terrain model with other content drawn on top of the terrain 

− Level-of-detail tiling should be supported 

The Knowledge Hub implementation satisfies these requirements, but due to unavailability of 

the data (sufficiently accurate DEM data of larger – EU or worldwide – area) the feature is 

currently available only for smaller area (Slovenia). In case we will be able to gather DEM 

data for larger (EU-wide) area, the feature will be available on larger scale. 

 

Printing tools 

The software must allow the printing of an image of a selected area at a selected scale with 

the settings (colour, font types, etc.) from the software itself on a printer of any format. The 

software must also allow the printing of selected descriptive data for selected data of 

individual layers. 

− Following functionalities must be supported: 

− User selected descriptive data printed on the image (scale, orientation, title, date of 

printing) 

− Selection of the size and orientation of paper 

− Printing of the legend 

− Plotting on several sheets forming a logical whole, by optimizing the number of sheets 

used and with presentation of index map 

Knowledge Hub implementation fulfils these requirements. Additional functionality (e.g. 

printing template specific for HERCULES project) will be added upon request and agreement 

on what should such template consist of. 
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A2 Knowledge Hub Implementation 

Authors: Matej Batič and Grega Milčinski 

 

The following appendix has been copied from deliverable 7.1 for the sake of consistency 

(D7.1 sections 4.1 and 4.3-4.4 respectively). Only the parts, pertaining to the web GIS part of 

the Knowledge Hub that have not been available since D7.1 are presented here.  

The implementation of the Knowledge Hub as a two-component system (spatial and 

alphanumerical repository and web GIS application) followed the specifications given in 

Annex A1.  

Although specified that the Knowledge Hub should cover Europe (area), we decided to extend 

it globally to make the system more widely useful. Consequently, data from anywhere in the 

world can be viewed, added to the Knowledge Hub. 

 

A2.1 Basic idea 

The overall idea of the Knowledge hub is to act as a general repository of data in all forms, 

allowing easy access to the data (access based on privileges). The datasets could then be used 

by different stakeholders to present their stories in a quick and efficient way, as shown in 

Figure 30. 

The main point of the central repository is to allow use and re-use of the datasets and 

therefore increase their reach and, through re-using, improve their quality. 

 

Figure 30: Illustration of the Knowledge Hub as data repository and web GIS portal 

providing a platform for the HERCULES project. 

 

The Knowledge Hub web GIS application allows either experts or the general public to gather 

data either by manual entry (subsection 0) or by mass import of data from standardised vector 

and raster formats (sections A2.3 ‘Tools’). Its advanced visualisation engine supports on-the-

fly visualisation of data based on specific properties (e.g. alpha-numerical data of specific 
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record) by powerful styling. To ensure the ability to improve methodology and models during 

the project, operators will be able to create new layers on-the-fly by defining a data model 

(field names, field types) and quality assurance rules (mandatory fields, cross-checking of 

data on entry, etc.). 

 

A2.2 Coordinate reference system 

Although specified that spatial data in the repository will be in the ETRS89, we have 

implemented the repository to allow data in other CRS systems as well. We have removed the 

constraint when data is imported (e.g. from vector datasets of other projects) that the data 

should be in ETRS89, thus allowing the data input to the Knowledge Hub to remain in its 

original CRS to prevent reduction of the data quality. For the system to be able to visualize 

the data in a centralized way (mash-ups), the transformation between multiple CRSs need to 

be implemented. 

Currently allowed CRS are given in the Table 3. Additional (specific) CRS will be added on 

request from HERCULES partners and other users. 

Table 3: Available CRS 

CRS name EPSG code 

WGS84 - World Geodetic System 1984 4326 

ETRS89 4258 

WGS 84 / Pseudo-Mercator 3857 

ETRS89 / LAEA Europe 3035 

MGI 1901 / Slovene National Grid 3912 

RGF93 / Lambert-93 2154 

 

Spatial data from the repository is projected to WGS 84 / Pseudo-Mercator, used in web GIS 

part of the system, allowing simple integration of other maps (e.g. OpenStreetMap 

http://www.openstreetmap.org/) via WMS or other services (e.g. Google static maps 

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/staticmaps/). 

 

A2.3 Web GIS – Knowledge Hub 

Although the Knowledge Hub as a name represents both aspects of the system (web GIS and 

underlying repository), we believe the name will be used more in reference to the web GIS 

(portal). The Knowledge Hub has been made available to HERCULES partners and general 

public and is accessible via 

http://kh.hercules-landscapes.eu/KnowledgeHub.html. 
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Figure 31: The Knowledge Hub, showing layer with HERCULES partners.  

 

In Figure 31 Sinergise is selected. In the left side-bar short information and contact details are 

given. Notice that points, representing partners, are small HERCULES logos. 

 

Web GIS application overview 

The user interface of the Knowledge Hub web GIS is displayed in Figure 31. The entire 

content window of the web browser is taken up by the application; the left side of the screen 

is taken by the application control panel, and the right side is reserved for the map view.  

The control panel will usually contain various components supporting configuration of the 

map window and the use of various tools. These components are organized in tabs (e.g. Info, 

Content, Layer, Results); The map view can, in addition to the spatial data, contain various 

floating components, such as navigation buttons, zoom slider, buttons for managing the 

display of selected layers or layer groups, scale bar, coordinate display bar, status line, etc. 

The width and height of various panels in the user interface can be adjusted by the user; 

collapsible panels enable components to be shown and hidden as needed for efficient 

completion of various tasks. 

 

Raster layers 

To use as background we have pre-processed a few publicly available datasets and added 

OpenStreetMap WMS and Google static maps layers.  
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Table 4: Currently available raster layers 

Layer Preview 

TrueMarble 

− Link  

− Low resolution 

 

Natural Earth II with Shaded Relief, 

Water, and Drainages 

− Link 

− Low resolution 

 

Night Lights 2012 

− Link 

− Low resolution 
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Layer Preview 

OpenStreetMap WMS 

− Link 

− High resolution 

 

Google static maps 

− Limit: 25000 image requests per day  

− Support for hybrid, satellite, roadmap, 

and terrain maps 

− Link 

− High resolution 

− NOTE: Google maps were added for 

test purpose and are not meant to be 

used in production environment.  

 

Ljubljana, Slovenia 

− High resolution orthophoto raster layer 

 

 

 

Processing of additional raster images will be done upon request and delivery of said raster 

images (e.g. high resolution orthographic imagery of specific area/country). Any kind of RGB 

raster image provided in standard format (e.g. GeoTiff) can be imported. For faster delivery of 

images to users, raster layers are processed to final CRS (WGS 84/ Pseudo-Mercator). For 

best quality, it is desired that the input raster data are also projected to this CRS. 
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Adding WMS raster layers 

When creating new content, the user can choose to create new raster layer accessible through 

a Web Map Service (WMS). A WMS layer is based on data from an Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC) WMS server. For ease of use, the Knowledge Hub will parse the service 

URL for particular WMS and provide the user with a list of possibilities to choose from, as 

can be seen in Figure 32. Since the web GIS map projection is WGS 84 / Pseudo-Mercator, 

only WMS services providing map tiles in that projection can be added. 

 

Figure 32: Adding new raster layer via WMS.  

 

Vector layers 

All layers, be it raster or vector, can be switched on or off, allowing users to build 

comprehensive maps from the available data. 

The repository and web GIS application support following vector data types:  
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Table 5: Supported vector data types  

Vector data type Parameters 

Text Value, font, size, colour, position, text 

rendering on path 

Point Dot/Symbol: type, colour, size selectable,  

Multipoint data also supported 

Line(string) Colour, type, thickness 

Multiline(string) also supported 

Polygon Colour and/or pattern, transparency level, 

border colour 

Multipolygon data also supported 

 

 

Figure 33: Example, showing points (populated places, colour varying according to 

population of the city), polygons (geographic regions, semi-transparent polygons with thin 

blue borders). 

 

Figure 33 shows various vector types on the map, while Figure 34 shows editing descriptive 

data of one particular point. Geometry editing of vector data allows users to add, edit, and 

delete geometry. Although web GIS displays data in WGS 84 / Pseudo-Mercator projection, 

in fact the edited data is transformed back to the primary CRS of the geometry. Additional 

descriptive data is manipulated in the side-bar. 
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Figure 34: Editing data and (point) geometry of Lyon. 

 

Feature info 

Feature info functionality of the Knowledge Hub is integrated and constantly available: by 

clicking on map, data from the currently visible layers are queried and displayed in the results 

tab in the left side-bar, as shown in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: By clicking on the area of Grand Parc Miribel Jonage, results for that point are 

shown in result tab. 
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By clicking a specific result, a feature is highlighted and the user is given options to zoom to 

the result, edit it (if he or she has editing privileges), and export it, as shown in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36: Highlighted (with red border) selected feature. 

 

Selecting objects 

Apart from the feature info, where only a simple query, based only on location and visible 

layers, is carried out, the Knowledge Hub supports more advanced selection mechanisms 

based on filters. Figure 37 shows a table with all features from the given layer.  

 

Figure 37: Earthquakes’ locations; table below the map shows records. Currently all records 

are shown. 
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Advanced filtering of data, shown in Figure 38, allows creating new layer based on query 

(filter) parameters, which includes both querying on geometries (standard geometrical 

queries, e.g. intersection, crossing, contains, …, shown in Figure 39) and querying additional 

data fields (e.g. text). 

The filtered data can be saved as a ‘view’ layer, and is automatically updated when new 

entries are input to the original data. Filtered data can also be exported. 

 

Figure 38: Advanced filter, filtering Earthquakes based on Alert type. 

 

 

Figure 39: Advanced filter, geometry query. 
 

3D capabilities 

3D capabilities are made available using standard HTML5/WebGL technology without any 

additional browser add-ons or installations. 3D view is available where DEM (digital 
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elevation model) is provided. Available raster and vector data are then mapped to the terrain 

model with other content drawn on top of the terrain. Figure 40 shows 3D view of lake 

Bohinj. 

 

Figure 40: 3D view of lake Bohinj. 

 

Sharing 

When ‘live’ view of the map is preferable (by live we mean that the content is or might be 

changing), sharing a web link might be preferable to sending a ‘hardcopy’ (pdf, jpg, 

screenshot). The pop-up panel is shown in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41: Pop-up panel to share a web link (e.g. via e-mail). 
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Directions 

Figure 42 shows how Google Directions Api is used to find car or pedestrian routing between 

two points. 

 

Figure 42: Get directions. 

 

Tools 

Figure 43 shows a number of additional tools. 

 

Figure 43: List of tools. 
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• Import 

Data importing (Figure 44) supports importing Esri Shapefiles bundled into a .zip file. Upon 

successful import, data is immediately available on the Knowledge Hub.  

 

Figure 44: Import new data dialog. 

 

• Measure distance and surface 

This tool allows the user to measure distances and surfaces of lines that he or she draws on the 

map, as shown in Figure 45. 

Figure 45: Tool for measuring distance and surface area. Bearing of each point is also shown 

in the dialog window on the left. 
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• Coordinates converter 

The tool (Figure 46) converts coordinates of user-selected point (by mouse click on map or 

manual input) between available CRS. 

 

Figure 46: Coordinates converter. 

 

 


